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We are back again with another issue  of your own college newsletter. We have a lot of 
information for you and some news. The important news is that we are launching a 
‘Student Editorial team’ from this issue, which includes some MECIT students who have 
been taking a keen interest in this newsletter and have been regularly conducting 
interviews, reporting events and contributing reports and articles for it. The  team 
members are  Sundus Ali Sulaiman Al Kindi, Rawya Rashid Humaid Al Amri, Shaima Salim 
Abdullah Al Farei, Abrar Mehdi Mohammed Al Zadi, and Zaher Mohammed Nasser Al 
Siyabi, all enrolled in undergraduate courses.
However, there is a change in the Dhow team as now Mr. Ritesh Rajendran from the IT 
department will be part of our team as Design Editor and look after the designing. On 
behalf of all team members, I would like to welcome Mr. Ritesh on board The Dhow and 
thank him for joining us and also take this opportunity to thank Ms. Michelle Desouza for 
all her help and involvement in helping us organize and publish previous issues of The 
Dhow. 
This issue focuses on the new look that MECIT is going to don soon! The  new building, 
which is going to house the corporate o�ces, the HR department and the library,  is 
almost ready and soon we will be able to see a lot of activity in that part of the college.  
Along with MECIT’s “ New Look”  , ‘In Focus’ also brings to the forefront, the various clubs 
for students at MECIT. 
There will also be some changes in the contents of the newsletter from now on. We are 
starting a column on the famous contemporary fashion designers, which we intend to 
publish as a series, with the hope that this column may be of interest to our Design 
Technology students. Soon we will be adding an exclusive space for our budding 
photographers, the members of the Photography Club at MECIT. We will also be starting 
a Question/Answer column to answer your queries and doubts on issues related to IT and 
computers, with the help of Mr. Ahmed Al Hajri, who has very kindly o�ered to spare 
sometime for this. He can be contacted through The Dhow or you can write to him on 
the following e-mail id: ahmed.alhajri@gmail.com or the website www.ahmed-
alhajri.com. 
 
We also hope for a better response from our students and look forward to their contribu-
tions to make this newsletter more interesting.

Wish you good luck in the new semester. We’ll be back soon with another issue of The 
Dhow. Till then, keep smiling!!

 Deepali Bhatnagar

Dear Readers



In Focus
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The Middle East College of Information Technology (MECIT), the largest private 
college in the Sultanate of Oman, with a student population of near about 2,000 
plus, is on the road to expansion, not only in terms of the educational programs it 
o�ers but also its campus. MECIT o�ers a rare mix of undergraduate programmes 
and has already introduced its �rst postgraduate programme: MBA-IT. Today, MECIT 
graduates occupy responsible positions in public as well as private sector enterprises 
in the country. Coventry University, U.K., to which MECIT is a�liated, places a lot of 
emphasis on quality and in�uences MECIT’s quality policies with regard to program 
delivery. 

With an increase over the years, in the number of students who wish to study at this 
institution, there has been a growing need for expansion of the learning areas and 
classrooms. The Learning Resource Centre at MECIT has been under construction for 
sometime now. Construction of the building is nearing completion and it is expected 
to be in use from the end of February 2010.It will feature a modern library and a 
state-of-the-art Computer Laboratory housing nearly 450 computers. In addition to 
the above, the building will accommodate the corporate o�ces of the college as 
well. 

The Learning Resource Center will be the �agship building of the MECIT  campus, 
having a built-up area of 4,200 sq m. The building’s design and area provides for a 
further expansion of another 6000 sq m, if required in the future. Each aspect of the 
building has been thoughtfully designed and crafted in line with MECIT‘s commit-
ment of providing an enriching environment for student development and enhanc-
ing student experience. The building has been designed in such a way so as to allow 
an in�ow of plenty of natural light which in turn will facilitate students and motivate 
them to spend more time in the library. The new set-up in the library will house the 
most modern and advanced technology like EM tag enabled library circulation 
which will facilitate easy book issue and return, search kiosks and many other user 
convenient features. 

MECIT’s “NEW LOOK”
THE LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER.



The library will feature discussion rooms of varying capacity which can be The library will feature discussion rooms of varying capacity which can be The library will feature discussion rooms of varying capacity which can be 
booked through the College Information System (CIS) and can be booked through the College Information System (CIS) and can be booked through the College Information System (CIS) and can be 
accessed using smart cards. These discussion rooms will be equipped with accessed using smart cards. These discussion rooms will be equipped with accessed using smart cards. These discussion rooms will be equipped with 
projectors and other presentation aids for students to have academic projectors and other presentation aids for students to have academic projectors and other presentation aids for students to have academic 
discussions. In addition, it will house an exclusive Multimedia room that discussions. In addition, it will house an exclusive Multimedia room that discussions. In addition, it will house an exclusive Multimedia room that 
will contain audio-visual based medium of information. The highpoint of will contain audio-visual based medium of information. The highpoint of will contain audio-visual based medium of information. The highpoint of 
the library is the Research enclosure which is a space dedicated to student the library is the Research enclosure which is a space dedicated to student the library is the Research enclosure which is a space dedicated to student 
and sta� involved in research pursuits. and sta� involved in research pursuits. and sta� involved in research pursuits. 

The Computer laboratories  will house contemporary ‘SUN THIN CLIENTS he Computer laboratories  will house contemporary ‘SUN THIN CLIENTS he Computer laboratories  will house contemporary ‘SUN THIN CLIENTS 
(SUNRAY)’ system which boasts innovative functionalities which will (SUNRAY)’ system which boasts innovative functionalities which will (SUNRAY)’ system which boasts innovative functionalities which will 
enable students to have card based login, uninterrupted user sessions, 
remote access with which a student can continue his session at a remote 
location (residence, kiosk, shopping malls etc) without losing the previous 
work carried out in the lab. 

The expansion includes construction of ‘covered walkways’ connecting all 
three buildings that are part of the MECIT campus. The expansion of 
‘outdoor social spaces’ to facilitate better student interaction in free time is 
also on the cards. Provision of increased parking space for students and 
sta� is part of the plan and will be completed in due course.

In its stride towards perfection, the Learning Resource Center is yet 
another step forward and will be a landmark for MECIT.
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College years are those formative years of teen life when teenagers get 
an opportunity to de�ne their identity. Joining various academic and 
cultural clubs, , gives them a chance to hone their soft skills, gain new 
insights into  the world around them , build healthy self esteem, and 
expand their horizon. These clubs cultivate a spirit of camaraderie that 
leads to lasting bonding experiences. They also play an important role 
in the smooth transition from teenage to adulthood. 

Middle East College of Information Technology (MECIT) has a number of 
clubs formed with the aim of promoting all round development of 
students. Electronics club, English Club, Business Society, Public 
Speaking Society, Drama & Literature Club, MECIT Entrepreneurs Club, 
Literature Club, Music Club, Design and Art Club and Media Club are 
some of the clubs run by students and supported by sta� members as 
mentors.

From this issue onwards, the Dhow will serve as a platform to familiarise 
its readers with a few clubs and their activities in its forthcoming issues. 

Electronics Club 
Electronics Club is an educational and scienti�c club. It aims to provide 
an environment where students develop their skills in the �eld of 
electronics, familiarize themselves with various electronic equipment 
components and their real time applications.The club helps students 
enhance their knowledge in circuit design and encourages their 
participation in competitions and events related to electronics so as to 
improve their competitive skills. A project exhibition was conducted on 
Nov11 and 12 , 2008. Electronics Club received the Best Participant 
shield in the "Einstein here" exhibition at Sultan Qaboos University. 

The E-club organized a picnic to commemorate the 39th National Day 
celebration on Nov 18, 2009. The objective of this initiative was to 
enhance the relationship between faculty and students and to learn 
more about Omani history. The picnic was held on a traditional Dhow, more about Omani history. The picnic was held on a traditional Dhow, 
and the places covered were Muscat Gate Museum, Al Jalali and Al and the places covered were Muscat Gate Museum, Al Jalali and Al and the places covered were Muscat Gate Museum, Al Jalali and Al 
Mirani forts, and Al Alam Palace. 

Business Society
The mission of the Business Society is to promote students’ interest in The mission of the Business Society is to promote students’ interest in The mission of the Business Society is to promote students’ interest in The mission of the Business Society is to promote students’ interest in 
the Omani Business environment. The Society aims to promote the Omani Business environment. The Society aims to promote the Omani Business environment. The Society aims to promote 
professional growth at MECIT through enhanced understanding of professional growth at MECIT through enhanced understanding of professional growth at MECIT through enhanced understanding of 
relevant national and international business issues. The society has been relevant national and international business issues. The society has been relevant national and international business issues. The society has been relevant national and international business issues. The society has been 
conducting ‘Tra�c Safety Awareness Week’ every year since 2008. It has conducting ‘Tra�c Safety Awareness Week’ every year since 2008. It has conducting ‘Tra�c Safety Awareness Week’ every year since 2008. It has conducting ‘Tra�c Safety Awareness Week’ every year since 2008. It has 
taken several initiatives to promote awareness regarding various taken several initiatives to promote awareness regarding various taken several initiatives to promote awareness regarding various taken several initiatives to promote awareness regarding various 
important issues among students. The Business Society also organised  important issues among students. The Business Society also organised  important issues among students. The Business Society also organised  important issues among students. The Business Society also organised  
a debate competition and a CRP training session in 2009. a debate competition and a CRP training session in 2009. a debate competition and a CRP training session in 2009. 

Clubs at MECIT
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Drama & Literary Club
Drama and Literary Club aims to enhance students’ experience by 
organizing various literary activities. Drama and poetry sessions are 
organized to give students a chance to showcase their talents and 
express their creativity in many ways. This semester, the club members 
presented “Falling into the Top” at Sultan Qaboos University. 

English Club
English Club aims to improve students’ English language skills and 
their ability to speak con�dently and e�ectively in a variety of situa-
tions, including presentations, debates, formal discussions and 
informal conversations. The club provides students a chance to re�ne 
their skills by putting what they have learned into practice. 
A number of activities were held throughout Fall 2009 .These activities 
noticeably showcased the creativity and the abilities of the club 
members.

Ms. Rahma, mentor of the club said, “English Club promises to achieve 
its objectives in the coming semesters since there are students with 
outstanding talent. There is no doubt that English Club will add a lot 
to all the areas of MECIT.”

Ten clubs participated in the Open day, ‘For Our Homeland’ organized 
by MECIT‘s Students’ Council. Many programmes were organised from 
10 am to 6 pm including traditional fair, Scouts camp, traditional 
dances, radio station program, discussion on ‘Women's Duties to 
Improve our Homeland’ and ‘How to Reduce Car Accidents’.

Dhow wishes all the club mentors , student representatives and 
members all the best in their future endeavours. 



Voices2
The Dhow Team has identi�ed a group of committed MECIT students who have a 
�air for writing and have been taking a keen interest in reporting events, carrying 
out interviews on campus and also contributing their own writing pieces for the 
magazine. Seeing their potential and ability and with the intention of developing 
student experience in press writing, they have been selected to form the new 
Student Editorial Team. Now that they are formally part of the Editorial Team, we 
hope they will shoulder the responsibility well and be able to contribute more 
actively for the college newsletter and inspire other Mecitians also to get involved 
with The Dhow.

We decided to catch up with them through an informal interview to �nd out what 
they think about The Dhow and what they have in mind regarding its future 
publications. We felt it would also give them an opportunity to share their experi-
ences with other students. They were asked some simple questions like:
  • How did you get to know about The Dhow?
  • Why are you writing for The Dhow?
  • How could The Dhow help you to develop as a student?
  • Do you have any other experience in writing for the press or for a publication?
  • What do you think about MECIT activities in general and how do they help  
students to develop?
This is what they had to say:

Sundus Ali Sulaiman Al Kindi
“ I will be honest to tell you that I hadn’t accessed the Dhow on the Intranet site and 
actually I didn’t know about it, until Ms. As�ya told us that there is a magazine called 
The Dhow and introduced me to Ms. Deepali. She informed us that those students, 
who were interested in writing for it, could do so. That is when I started writing for 
The Dhow.

I have started writing for The Dhow because I want to improve my writing skills and 
want to be one of the active students in MECIT. We haven’t joined this college only for 
taking degrees or certi�cates. We are also here to improve our di�erent skills and 
abilities. Another reason is, I like writing and my writing is much better than my 
speaking.

Yes, the opportunity to write for the Dhow has given me the chance for writing and  
 expressing myself and feeling responsible. I was given the responsibility by Ms.
Deepali, to interview the new students who joined MECIT last year, in Fall 2009.        
Moreover, the Dhow has helped me develop my self con�dence.
No, I don’t have any experience of writing earlier for any magazine or press. My �rst 
experience is with the Dhow.

In my opinion, MECIT is striving to provide as much opportunity to the students as it 
can and giving them a chance to participate in a range of activities in order to help 
them develop different skills. However, I feel disappointed to see that only a small 
number of students actively join these activities. Majority of them are concentrating 
only on their studies and not trying to participate in other activities. They don’t want 
anything to disturb their studies. But I feel one should take part in other activities 
also and �nd time for them.”
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THE NEW STUDENT EDITORIAL TEAM

-Said Juma Al Busaidi & Deepali Bhatnagar

Zahir Mohammed Nasser Al Siyabi

Sundus Ali Sulaiman Al Kindi



Rawya Rashid Humaid Al Amri
“ I came to know about The Dhow from my friend in the 1st semester. Then I decided       
to check it on the MECIT intranet site to read it myself and know more about it. 

Well I've always been interested in writing in general, so I think, basically writing for 
Dhow will help me improve my writing skills in many ways. That is why I did not 
want to miss this chance of writing for the college newsletter. 
Firstly, it has helped me to increase my awareness of what's going on in collegeFirstly, it has helped me to increase my awareness of what's going on in college
and secondly, I’d like to say that I strongly feel that it'll enhance my writing skills and and secondly, I’d like to say that I strongly feel that it'll enhance my writing skills and and secondly, I’d like to say that I strongly feel that it'll enhance my writing skills and and secondly, I’d like to say that I strongly feel that it'll enhance my writing skills and 
help me to improve my English language skills also. 
I write �ction and I also like to write down my feelings and link them as thoughts, I write �ction and I also like to write down my feelings and link them as thoughts, I write �ction and I also like to write down my feelings and link them as thoughts, I write �ction and I also like to write down my feelings and link them as thoughts, I write �ction and I also like to write down my feelings and link them as thoughts, 
which ultimately becomes a story told by the mind and heart of a human-being.         which ultimately becomes a story told by the mind and heart of a human-being.         which ultimately becomes a story told by the mind and heart of a human-being.         which ultimately becomes a story told by the mind and heart of a human-being.         which ultimately becomes a story told by the mind and heart of a human-being.         
I usually publish my writing either on fan�ction.net or my personal blog I usually publish my writing either on fan�ction.net or my personal blog I usually publish my writing either on fan�ction.net or my personal blog I usually publish my writing either on fan�ction.net or my personal blog I usually publish my writing either on fan�ction.net or my personal blog 
asianmusicaddict.blogspot.com.

In my opinion, the activitiesIn my opinion, the activitiesIn my opinion, the activities at MECIT really help to develop the skills of students in  at MECIT really help to develop the skills of students in  at MECIT really help to develop the skills of students in  at MECIT really help to develop the skills of students in  at MECIT really help to develop the skills of students in 
many ways, and enhance qualities such as leadership and team-work, which prove many ways, and enhance qualities such as leadership and team-work, which prove many ways, and enhance qualities such as leadership and team-work, which prove many ways, and enhance qualities such as leadership and team-work, which prove many ways, and enhance qualities such as leadership and team-work, which prove 
very useful during workshops and project work and all. ”  very useful during workshops and project work and all. ”  very useful during workshops and project work and all. ”  very useful during workshops and project work and all. ”  very useful during workshops and project work and all. ”  

Abrar Mehdi Mohamed Al ZaabiAbrar Mehdi Mohamed Al ZaabiAbrar Mehdi Mohamed Al ZaabiAbrar Mehdi Mohamed Al ZaabiAbrar Mehdi Mohamed Al Zaabi

“ I“ I �rst saw The Dhow on the w �rst saw The Dhow on the w �rst saw The Dhow on the web site but I cannot recall when that was. However I          
remember it was after the graduation ceremony where my friend was the one who remember it was after the graduation ceremony where my friend was the one who 
spoke in the ceremony.

I'd love to experience something new. I love writing stories, and when my friend     
was selected to be on the student editorial team for The Dhow, she asked me to join 
 and I was very happy to get that opportunity.

I have written a few stories for a web site before and I have one other story in mind. I   
am planning to write it soon. 
    
I think I will improve my writing skills by writing for the college newsletter and also   
know about things that happen in the college. It will make me a more active student 
and I think I can help by letting other students know that writing for The Dhow  will 
also make them more active and may be they too can be part of it in the future. 
Being on the Editorial Team would provide us with some good experience in 
managing and running a magazine. ”

Shaima Salim Abdullah Al Farei
 “ I came to know about this magazine from my teachers in the Languages Centre.
To be honest, the magazine needs more student participation and to complete this 
shortfall we, as students must be there to support it. We must spread the advan-
tages of this magazine to organize students to write for it. 
      
I have started writing for The Dhow to realize my potential as a writer and also to 
make a name for myself in the college. I would like to make an impact in this college 
and develop with the culture and experience provided to all students here.

It can help me in improving my English writing skills and also provide me an    
opportunity not only to study but participate in other activities that also help the 
student to learn and relax at the same time.
Actually, I wish to write in the press, but I am hesitant sometimes. Earlier, when I was    Actually, I wish to write in the press, but I am hesitant sometimes. Earlier, when I was    
in school, I participated in writing groups and I was the leader and secondary-leader 
in the other groups.

I honestly do not know what the other group activities are, but I know the literary 
club and the Theatre or Drama club. I hope to be part of a community of excellence. ”club and the Theatre or Drama club. I hope to be part of a community of excellence. ”
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Abrar Mehdi Mohamed Al Zaabi



I enjoy being part of the creative and inspirational world of Fashion and Fashion 
designers. Talking, reading and writing about them gives me immense pleasure and 
when it comes to writing the pro�le of my favorite designer for ‘The Dhow’, I just had 
to choose the undisputed king of glamour, the classic visionary, late Gianni Versace. 

Gianni was the one who de�ned the way we look at fashion and glamour. His style 
was glamorous, classic and extremely Baroque. He was an artist’s artist who was 
inspired by Greek and Roman paintings. His garments were as colorful as his life. I 
still remember the toweling robes with a butter�y print, from his ‘Spring 95’ collec-
tion; so colorful and refreshing. His way of thinking was unique and true Baroque; 
he loved luxury, extravagance, fantasy and ambiguity. He expressed it with ‘bias cut’ 
and �uid silk.

Born on December 2, 1946 in Reggio di Calabria, Italy, Gianni was bitten by the 
fashion bug at the early age of nine, when he designed a one shouldered velvet 
gown. He was highly fascinated by Greek and Roman paintings and this can be seen 
in all his collections. The Versace logo- ‘Medusa head’, is taken from an ancient Greek 
Legend. 

Gianni had never attended any fashion college. His mother was a seamstress and it 
was her dressmaking business which served as a perfect ground for Gianni. Estab-
lishing an empire of $1 billion was not an overnight journey for him. His career 
started with Callaghan (Novara), Genny in 1973. In 1975, Gianni had his �rst show of 
a leather collection for Complice. He launched the Gianni Versace designer label on 
March 28, 1978, at the Palazzo Della Permanente in Milan. In 1979 Gianni launched 
his �rst advertising campaign with photographer Richard Avedon which resulted in 
long term collaboration. Avedon and Gianni together gave a very powerful picture 
of glamour to the world of women and fashion in the pro�les they created. Gianni 
also worked with photographers like Irving Penn, Bruce Weber, Herb Rits and many 
others.

In 1989 he opened a couture workshop called ‘Atelier Versace’. The same year he 
introduced his contemporary, alternative line for young people named ‘Versus’, 
which was looked after by his younger sister, Donatella Versace. The very next year 
Gianni held his �rst haute couture show in Paris at Ritz hotel in 1990. He was the one 
who introduced Jeans on the couture runway of Paris and though the French 
claimed ‘but it isn’t couture’, still Jeans rocked the fashion world and changed the 
course of fashion. In the same year he launched his classic V2 line, men’s collection course of fashion. In the same year he launched his classic V2 line, men’s collection 
for the American market.

He also unveiled the new line “Home Signature” of home furnishings and other  of home furnishings and other  of home furnishings and other “Home Signature” of home furnishings and other “Home Signature”
home products, including crockery, with his logo, the ‘Medusa head’, designed by home products, including crockery, with his logo, the ‘Medusa head’, designed by home products, including crockery, with his logo, the ‘Medusa head’, designed by home products, including crockery, with his logo, the ‘Medusa head’, designed by 
him in 1993.

The Gianni Versace label was worn by some of the most popular �gures like George e Gianni Versace label was worn by some of the most popular �gures like George e Gianni Versace label was worn by some of the most popular �gures like George e Gianni Versace label was worn by some of the most popular �gures like George e Gianni Versace label was worn by some of the most popular �gures like George 
Michael, Elton John, Madonna, Lisa Marie Presley, Sylvester Stallone and the late Michael, Elton John, Madonna, Lisa Marie Presley, Sylvester Stallone and the late Michael, Elton John, Madonna, Lisa Marie Presley, Sylvester Stallone and the late Michael, Elton John, Madonna, Lisa Marie Presley, Sylvester Stallone and the late 
Princess Diana.
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Gianni Versace: A Pro�le

-Amit Chotrani

3 Space
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Gianni created some remarkable garments. The look of his creations was impresGianni created some remarkable garments. The look of his creations was impresGianni created some remarkable garments. The look of his creations was impres-
sive: part grand opera, part rock’ n roll. His innovations include the chain mail as an sive: part grand opera, part rock’ n roll. His innovations include the chain mail as an sive: part grand opera, part rock’ n roll. His innovations include the chain mail as an 
evening gown fabric; computer generated knits, and moulded anatomical leather evening gown fabric; computer generated knits, and moulded anatomical leather evening gown fabric; computer generated knits, and moulded anatomical leather 
bodices. He used Marilyn Monroe and Vogue magazine covers as print themes.bodices. He used Marilyn Monroe and Vogue magazine covers as print themes.bodices. He used Marilyn Monroe and Vogue magazine covers as print themes.

Nobody can give the jaw dropping, sleek cocktail pencil e�ect to a dress, as Gianni. ody can give the jaw dropping, sleek cocktail pencil e�ect to a dress, as Gianni. ody can give the jaw dropping, sleek cocktail pencil e�ect to a dress, as Gianni. 
Remember the black ‘safety pin dress’ which caused a sensation when Liz Hurley Remember the black ‘safety pin dress’ which caused a sensation when Liz Hurley Remember the black ‘safety pin dress’ which caused a sensation when Liz Hurley 
wore it in 1994 to the London premier of the movie: ‘wore it in 1994 to the London premier of the movie: ‘wore it in 1994 to the London premier of the movie: ‘Four Weddings & a Funeral’.   
The dress made Liz Hurley’s career take an upswing and she got a multi-million The dress made Liz Hurley’s career take an upswing and she got a multi-million The dress made Liz Hurley’s career take an upswing and she got a multi-million 
dollar contract with the cosmetic company Estee Lauder.dollar contract with the cosmetic company Estee Lauder.

Gianni also had a passion for theatre, which included everything from staging a 
ballet to opera, from classical to avant garde. He was lucky enough to collaborate 
with Italy’s greatest theatre ‘Milan’s La Scala’ in the very beginning. He did costumes 
for the theatre which required the most sumptuous and far-fetched creativity. 
Gianni was capable of delivering all these things. He also dressed the cast of the 
popular TV show ‘Miami Vice’.

In 1990 Gianni told the Women’s Wear Daily-“In Italy I cannot compete with 
anybody. There are only three designers who give me energy to �ght-Yves Saint 
Laurent, Christian Lacroix and Karl Lagerfeld.”

Gianni was the winner of many awards like L'Occhio d'Oro, four times, for being the 
best fashion designer. In 1985 he was awarded the ‘Maschera d’Argento’ award for 
his contribution to theatre. In 1988, he was honored by the jury of Cutty Sark as “the 
most innovative and creative designer in the world. He was also awarded the 
coveted American Fashion Oscar on February 1, 1993.

He was tragically killed in Miami on July 15, 1997 and his sister Donatella Versace 
took over the empire and carried on.

Gianni Versace has provided great inspiration to many a designer. He created a 
world in which he and his designs have become immortal. The kind of glamour he 
created, is seen everywhere even today and that too with the joy of fashion and 
extravagance. He may not be among us today, but his magic lives on.
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The Dean’s Cup is a football tournament that is conducted with the             
intention of selecting the MECIT Football team. All teams comprise  
students from MECIT.  
This year, six strong in-campus teams participated in this tournament.      
The tournament kicked o� on the 21st of November 2009, at the Al Ruwais 
Grounds, Barka. During the matches , each player in the di�erent  teams: 
HINI, Hostel, Snipers, The Knights, Black Soul, and Jubrooh United, was 
critically observed by the Football Coach and the Sports mentor,  in order to 
select the best players for the MECIT team. All games saw some exception-
ally talented players exhibiting di�erent styles of the game. 
A total of 30 players were selected this time. Selecting only 30 players from 
more than a 100 good ones was quite a di�cult task. 
The �nal match was played between “The Snipers” and “The Knights”. The 
match was decided on the basis of penalty shots. The winners of the 2009 
Dean’s Cup were The Sniper’s!
  

On Wednesday, the 13th January 2010, a mock �re drill was successfully On Wednesday, the 13th January 2010, a mock �re drill was successfully On Wednesday, the 13th January 2010, a mock �re drill was successfully On Wednesday, the 13th January 2010, a mock �re drill was successfully 
conducted at MECIT. The �re alarm went o� at 10.45 am and all the students conducted at MECIT. The �re alarm went o� at 10.45 am and all the students conducted at MECIT. The �re alarm went o� at 10.45 am and all the students conducted at MECIT. The �re alarm went o� at 10.45 am and all the students 
and sta� members were promptly evacuated from the three �oors of the and sta� members were promptly evacuated from the three �oors of the and sta� members were promptly evacuated from the three �oors of the and sta� members were promptly evacuated from the three �oors of the 
main building. Everyone was led to the respective �re exits on each �oor, as main building. Everyone was led to the respective �re exits on each �oor, as main building. Everyone was led to the respective �re exits on each �oor, as main building. Everyone was led to the respective �re exits on each �oor, as 
had been informed prior to this drill and the evacuation process was had been informed prior to this drill and the evacuation process was had been informed prior to this drill and the evacuation process was had been informed prior to this drill and the evacuation process was 
completed within a matter of a few minutes. Within 8.5 minutes, to be completed within a matter of a few minutes. Within 8.5 minutes, to be completed within a matter of a few minutes. Within 8.5 minutes, to be completed within a matter of a few minutes. Within 8.5 minutes, to be 
precise, everyone had assembled at a pre-designated assembly point, at a precise, everyone had assembled at a pre-designated assembly point, at a precise, everyone had assembled at a pre-designated assembly point, at a precise, everyone had assembled at a pre-designated assembly point, at a 
safe distance from the building.safe distance from the building.safe distance from the building.

The Mock Drill was a test of the preparedness of all at MECIT, if ever such an he Mock Drill was a test of the preparedness of all at MECIT, if ever such an he Mock Drill was a test of the preparedness of all at MECIT, if ever such an he Mock Drill was a test of the preparedness of all at MECIT, if ever such an 
emergency arises. It was a means to re-check the college’s safety plans and emergency arises. It was a means to re-check the college’s safety plans and emergency arises. It was a means to re-check the college’s safety plans and emergency arises. It was a means to re-check the college’s safety plans and 
the response capabilities of its members. The drill enhanced safety awarethe response capabilities of its members. The drill enhanced safety awarethe response capabilities of its members. The drill enhanced safety awarethe response capabilities of its members. The drill enhanced safety aware-
ness and evacuation ability amongst the students and sta� members in ness and evacuation ability amongst the students and sta� members in ness and evacuation ability amongst the students and sta� members in ness and evacuation ability amongst the students and sta� members in 
case of a �re on campus. It was a useful lesson and provided good practise case of a �re on campus. It was a useful lesson and provided good practise case of a �re on campus. It was a useful lesson and provided good practise case of a �re on campus. It was a useful lesson and provided good practise 
in disaster management.in disaster management.in disaster management.
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 The Centre for Academic Practice and Excellence at MECIT, organized a series of 
workshops during the months of November- December 2009 and February –March 
2010, in pursuance of its ongoing commitment to sta� development. Mrs. Nandita 
Ganesh from the Electronics and Communications Department at MECIT conducted 
a session on ‘Statistical Package for Teaching and Learning’, on 21 November 2009.

Another workshop titled ‘Statistical Package for the Social Sciences’ was conducted by 
Ms. Sa�a Al Mahroobi and Ms.Nadia Al Habsi, faculty from the Department of 
Mathematics and Applied Sciences, on November 22, 2009, and a repeat session of 
the SPSS Workshop was held in February 2010. SPSS (Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences) is a powerful, comprehensive, and �exible statistical analysis 
system. With SPSS you can perform highly complex data manipulations and analy-
ses with surprisingly simple instructions. The objectives of this workshop were: to 
understand basic concepts of descriptive statistics, draw simple graphs, produce 
frequency tables, understand basic probability concepts, summarize data in the 
form of tables and graphs and compute and interpret simple summary statistics.

Ms Kakul Agha from the Department of Postgraduate Studies and Research 
presented a workshop on ‘Time Management’ on December 8, 2009. The workshop 
provided an insight into concepts and practices suitable for managing time, 
attempting to assist in self evaluation of time management at the workplace and 
understanding established practices of managing time. It also aimed towards 
developing clarity on e�ective and e�cient means of utilizing time and energy at 
the workplace. A repeat session was done on February 14, 2010.

A workshop titled ‘Innovative Strategies for Teaching and Learning – (A Case Study)’ 
was presented by Ms. Nandita Ganesh, Department of Electronics and Telecommu-
nication, on December 9, 2010. The workshop aimed at providing an insight into the 
process of developing innovative strategies for Teaching and Learning with respect 
to objectives of Focus Groups for Institutional goals, as a case study. The case study 
included details on progressive steps taken, re�ections on the process and a 
discussion on evolving strategies for MECIT and using new mechanisms for harness-
ing creativity and innovation.

Mr. Kiran G. R. conducted a workshop on ‘Plagiarism’ on February 15, 2010. It was 
aimed at providing an introduction to the issues surrounding plagiarism, in order to 
help faculty acquire necessary skills and develop the ability to judge plagiarized 
academic work and publications. 
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On February 16, 2010, Ms. Lara Arafat conducted a workshop entitled ‘Tens Steps to 
Writing a Research Paper’ for members of the Languages Centre. A simpli�ed guide, 
on the basics of research, designed for the purpose of guiding students, was 
presented.

A workshop titled ‘Student Feedback: Whys and Wherefores’ was conducted by Dr. 
T.R. Narayanan and Ms Manju Redappa on February 23, 2010 with the aim to 
provide an insight into mechanisms available to obtain student feedback and 
methods that could and should be used to analyse and respond to the same, with a 
focus on enhancing teaching and learning. Details of mechanisms adopted for the 
same at MECIT were discussed. 

Mr. Prakash Kumar presented a workshop on ‘Inter discipline Technology Cross 
Functions and their Complementing Relationships in High end Technology’ on 
February 24, 2010.

Mr. D. Ashish, Assistant Divisional Manager, HR & Admin, Khimji Ramdas LLC, 
conducted a workshop titled: Graduates’ Communications Skills - Industry Expecta-
tions’ on February 24, 2010 at MECIT. Mr. Ashish is a Certi�ed trainer in “Train the 
Trainer” from AMA and has  conducted various programs on Communications Skills, 
Customer Care, Time Management, Mentoring, Managerial E�ectiveness and 
Performance Management.  Holding an MBA in Human Resources and having work 
experience of over 11 years in various industrial sectors, he could bring in a blend of 
classroom, practical and real-world tips on learning which were of great use to the 
participants.

 The Department of Computing and the Computing Club organized a seminar titled 
‘Fighting the Climate Change’ on  March 2, 2010 at MECIT auditorium. The seminar 
was conducted by Ms. Suad Abdullah Zaher Al Is’haqi from the Ministry of Environ-
ment and Climate A�airs. She was part of the o�cial delegation from Oman to the 
Copenhagen Climate Summit 2009. 

 
 



'For Our Homeland' was the title of a day that showed the great love students have 
for their homeland, Oman. It was held on 22nd of December 2009, at the MECIT 
campus. It started as an exciting day with �ags and colourful ribbons decorating the 
whole college, which appeared to be wrapped like a gift from the students to our 
homeland Oman. Amazing portraits of the leader of this wonderful country, His 
Majesty Sultan Qaboos, adorned the walls all around. 

 The Opening Ceremony was scheduled between 10 am and 12noon.The other 
events for the day included: A discussion on “Making our Roads Safe", followed by 
another discussion on "Women's Role in Improving Society".

The Scouts’ Camp and Traditional Dances were scheduled for the afternoon after a 
short break. The band present on campus played tunes of the national songs  also 
sung by students. The closing ceremony took place later in the evening between 5  
and 6 pm.

Most of the events were held in the auditorium while some other parallel events like 
Internal Radio Station, Three Projectors, Internal T.V and an exhibition of His 
Majesty's Pictures were organized at other places on the campus. The Internal Radio 
aired various radio programmes like: interviews, national songs and  meeting 
creative students. 

During the opening ceremony, a lot of activities were held such as a children’s show, 
recitation of poetry and singing the national anthem. The events brought back 
memories of school days as children could be seen walking and running around the 
college campus before their item began. The numbers increased when the national 
anthem started, everyone pledging loyalty to their country. The most appreciated 
entertainment program for that day was the famous national dance Bara’ah and also 
the Yoleh performance that captivated the audience..
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FOR OUR HOMELAND
- Rawya Rashid Humaid Al Amri
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The closing ceremony included presentation of awards to the MECIT football team 
that won The Dean's Cup. Students who participated recently in SQU events and 
Clubs who participated on this open day were also felicitated. Prominent Oman 
National Football Team players and Haji Sha'ban, the World Champion of body 
perfection, were also invited for this ceremony.

During these events more than 400 students participated. Many dedicated lecturers 
helped to organize this remarkable event.  They deserve credit for all the hard work 
they put in. The decorations were put up by Ms. Asma Al Balushi while Mr. Dhiyab Al 
Amri was in charge of the media. Credit also goes to Ms. Muna Al Rahbi for the 
poetry rendered in the event and her contribution to the opening ceremony along 
with the e�orts put in by Mr. Ahmed. Last but not the least; we cannot forget the 
overall e�ort put in by Mr. Said Juma Al Busaidi., to organize this event on such a 
large scale.

We cannot also forget to give credit to Ms. Rahma Al-Alawi, the Student Council and 
all the groups and clubs that were involved in this event, like: Media Club, Literature 
Club, Drama Club, Rovers Society,   Design Club, English Club, Chants Club, E-Club, 
Sports Club, and Music Club. On the whole it was a very successful celebration  to 
show our loyalty towards our country.
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HR WORKSHOP

The event was organized by Brand Oman, an event organizing company at Al Nahda Resorts & Spa on December 7, 

backgrounds, schools and colleges, and had the chance to share ideas on major issues with each other. There was 
also time for fun and time to explore the beautiful resort. 
Brand Oman was very concerned about the safety and security of all students as well as other residents who were a 

On o
renewable sources of energy. They also mentioned about Oman and how dependent Oman is on oil and gas and 
that this has to change because in the future we may run out of it.
After this session, we were divided into groups and each group had to give presentations about their session.
On the second day, people from Nawras and other organisations came to talk to us about innovation and creativity. 
Sessions on creative thinking and how to make music were also conducted on the same day. In between sessions, 
we did many group activities and  had debates to show how much we understood from the sessions. 

Road safety was an important issue that Shell people talked about. There were also talks on electricity, carbon gas 
emissions and global warming. Basically, all the presenters and facilitators of this event were successful in making us 
think really hard about the world and how important it is for us to look after it. It helped us to realize that there is no 

We got a chance to wander around the resort on bicycles and we also made a lot of friends by networking and social-
izing with other delegates at the summit. The rooms as well as the food were amazing. It was the most wonderful 
experience ever!

Brand Oman Summit
-

A workshop on HR policies and procedures was conducted by MECIT’s Human Resource Department on Thursday,   
January 7, 2010 and a repeat session was organized on February 10, 2010.  The workshop was divided into two 
sessions: HR Policies and Procedures and the Launch of Human Resource Information System (HRIS) on the MECIT 

-
dures related to employment at MECIT as well as to introduce them to the HRIS.

Th

performance appraisal, code of conduct and ethics, and employee discipline and grievances. The session was interac-
tive where prolonged discussions took place especially for the topics related to leave policies, medical facilities and 
performance appraisal. 

In the second session, HRIS was thoroughly explained and the need for this system discussed.  Almost all the 

informative and an eye-opener of sorts.
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MECIT Students at SQU Physics Exhibition 
The College of Science, Sultan Qaboos University, organized a Physics Exhibition, on 
November 24, 2009. Three students from semester 1, Khalid Rashid Al Salmi, Samira 
D.O. Al Balushi and Eman Khalfan Al Manji, exhibited their project entitled ‘Relating 
Frequency and Energy using LEDs’ , completed under the guidance and  supervision 
of  Dr. R.D. Senthilkumar, Assistant Professor, Department of Math and Applied 
Sciences, MECIT.

The exhibition was inaugurated by Dr. Abdul Assad, Assistant 
Dean, College of Science, together with Mr. Mohamed Al-Balushi, 
Director, College of Science, SQU and Er. Ahmed Al-Hasaibi, 
Convener of the Physics Exhibition at the College of Science, 
Sultan Qaboos University.  Forty-�ve students from di�erent 
colleges, including MECIT, participated in the exhibition and 
presented their projects. Approximately 200 students from 
various institutions , including schools, had the opportunity to 
acquire knowledge of di�erent concepts of Physics during this 
event.
The students of Engineering Physics at MECIT were motivated by 
Dr. Senthil to attend the exhibition. Twelve students who 
attended the exhibition reported that they were amazed by the 
marvels of science they witnessed there. The display of Nitrogen 
in Liquid State’ and other such projects were the ones which 
inspired them the most. Other projects exhibited in this event 
included, Detection of Beta and Gamma Rays, Properties of 
Liquid Nitrogen, Water Rocket, Jacket with Bending Sensor, 
Tyndal E�ect which is the basis of �bre optic communication and 
a model of Sterling Engine, which is used in submarines.

Campus Interview at MECIT: Khimji Ramdas Group 
On December 9, 2009, Khimji Ramdas (K.R) Group conducted a campus interview for prospective graduates and MECIT 
Alumni at MECIT Auditorium. A training and employment program was provided for quali�ed national youth, where they 
had to go through an entrance test comprising communication and aptitude test, group discussion and interview.
On the basis of their performance in the test and group discussion, short listed candidates were to be called for an 
interview. If selected , they would have to associate themselves with Khimji Training Institute (KTI) for the next 4 months 
to undergo a comprehensive management program, as well as on the job training program. During the training period, 
the candidates would be provided accommodation and transportation.
On successful completion of training, the selected candidates would be appointed as Management Trainees with Khimji 
Ramdas Infrastructure group.
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Sports Round Up 
Football
Saud N. Al Shibli’s achievements:
MECIT would like to congratulate Saud N. Al Shibli who had represented The Sultanate of 
Oman in the National Team for Colleges and Universities.

Majan Cup
The MECIT football team quali�ed as Runners up in the recently concluded Majan Cup 
football tournament. The �nal match played between MECIT and Higher College of 
Technology was decided in penalty shots.

The E-club organized a picnic to commemorate the 39th National 
Day celebrations on November 18, 2009. The main agenda of this 
picnic was:
 •  To celebrate the 39th National Day of Oman.
 •  To get a better insight into Oman’s history.
 •  To provide an opportunity for informal interaction between 
students and faculty of Electronics & Communications department.
 •  To enhance the loyalty of the students to their country.
 •  The picnic was on a Traditional Dhow and the group visited the 
Muscat Gate Museum, Al Jalali & Al Mirani forts and Al Alam Palace.

Electronics Club Picnic 

Achievements in Athletics
Marathon Event at Oman College of Management and Technology:
Oman College of Management and Technology organized an Inter- 
collegiate 4 km marathon event. 
Al Nasr Nasser Salim Al Rawahi from MECIT got the 8th position. 
We would like to congratulate him on his excellent performance.

Gulf College Athletic Event
Gulf College conducted its Inter Collegiate Sports - Track and Field 
Meet at the Sultan Qaboos University Sports complex from 
15/12/2009 – 16/12/2009. MECIT participated and won honors.

In the 100 meters sprint and Shot Put, the following were the 
results.

1. Yarab Khamis Ali Al Maharbi stood second in the Shot Put event.
2. Said Saleh Saif AL Falahi �nished 2nd in the 100 meters sprint.
3. Sultan Said Humaid Al Mahmood was in the top 5 in the 100            
meters sprint.



Talents
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My Handicrafts

-Rihana Salim Rashid AL-Abrawi

My hobby is making handicrafts. I like to create things from my own 
ideas. I have had this hobby since I was in high school and love 
pursuing it. I started creating di�erent type of cards like birthday 
cards , friendship cards and Eid greeting cards for my friends . In my 
creations I usually use materials like coloured paper, used boxes, dry 
�owers, sea shells and ribbon. Also I like to decorate rooms at home, 
like the living room and bedroom. I hope to learn to decorate tissue 
boxes, baskets and bins. Also, I hope, in the future, I will be able to 
learn how to decorate birthday and wedding cakes.

5
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Education is exposing students to various learning techniques that  shape a 
learner’s learning potential. Education, in the Arab World, should not be only 
book and black board oriented. It should be made more alive with a variety of 
techniques and educational approaches, such as e- learning, and use of varied 
assessment strategies including portfolios, self- assessment, peer assessment 
and performance assessment.

Teachers play a major role in the process of education. We, as teachers, should 
act as motivators, facilitators, guides, coaches, and resource people. According 
to the Irish poet, William Butler Yeasts, teachers are motivators. He has 
expressed this when he   said “Education is not the �lling of a pail, but the 
lighting of a �re.” During their college years, students experience physical, 
emotional, social and cognitive changes. Therefore, they need a special 
educational programme that actively encourages their participation, builds 
their self- esteem, promotes their needs to take responsibility for their own 
learning, and prepares them to cope with the fast -pace changes of our 
modern Arab World. As a result, our responsibility is to tailor the curriculum of 
all the subjects they study to their needs, especially at the social level, which 
will help them make a successful transition into their future life.

I whole-heartedly believe that education is like building a brick wall. If you 
leave gaping holes all over the place, the entire structure will be weak, and 
may crumble entirely. It is the teachers’ responsibilities to make sure that the 
structure is always kept in tact. Eventually, the students will get to know that 
education is their key to getting a good job, one with a good income and 
health care.  And it’s the key to our nation's productivity and global 
competitiveness.

21

Education in the Arab World

-Lara Arafat
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Salalah can boast of a tropical climate for most part of the year, despite its 
proximity to the Arabian Desert.  It is the capital of the southern Omani province of 
Dhofar and the second largest city in Oman. Also known as the “perfume capital of 
Arabia”, it is a city of antiquity, housing the resting place of Prophet Nabi Ayoub in 
nearby Jabal Gadu and the ruins of the forti�ed town of Sumharam, which was an 
important port from 100BC TO 400AD. Modern Oman is represented by the Port of 
Salalah, located at a distance of about 15km to the southwest of the city. Due to its 
comfortable weather and the respite that it provides to the traveller from the 
relentless heat, it has become a popular destination for tourists.

The coastal fringe of Dhofar and Salalah is touched by the southwest monsoons 
bringing fair amount of rain to the region. Due to the upsurge of moisture-laden air 
which later condenses, thick fog can also be seen over the hills, adding to the 
beauty of the place. The “Khareef season”, the period between late June and early 
September, is marked by a mild drizzle and at times heavier rain, which brings 
down the temperature considerably.  Taking full advantage of the cool 
temperatures during this period, numerous fairs are organized in and around 
Salalah. It is also home to the well-known Khareef Festival which the municipality 
has been organizing for several years, to encourage tourism.

Apart from the wonderful weather that can be experienced during the Khareef 
season, the city has an abundance of natural beauty, which can be explored and 
enjoyed by people visiting Salalah. Tourists also visit the blowholes at Mughsayl, 
which is to the west of Salalah. The seas are high during the monsoon season, 
giving rise to these fascinating blowholes which are water jets forced up through 
narrow vents in the limestone rocks. The nearby mountains and the large number 
of frankincense trees lining mountain wadi courses are an added attraction. The 
countryside is lush green, especially during this period, the vegetation supporting 
herds of cattle and wildlife, such as leopards and hyenas. The beaches and coastline 
are big attractions for birdwatchers and scuba divers. The weather of course adds are big attractions for birdwatchers and scuba divers. The weather of course adds 
to the charm of enjoying this tryst with nature.

KHAREEF IN SALALAH

-Deepali Bhatnagar

The Marbat dance troupe performing
 a traditional dance at the �nale of 

the Khareef festival in 1998

Blowholes at Mughsayl
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EID

The arrival of Eid is marked by people 
putting on their best clothes along with nice 
perfumes and fragrances and getting ready 
to perform Eid prayers at the mosque.
 After the prayers are over and before people 
depart, they exchange greetings with each 
other and embark on visits to relatives and 
friends. On this occasion the Omani cuisine 
takes on a panoramic form, where the menu 
includes di�erent types of dishes. Among 
the noticeable ones are: Arsee – a dish 
prepared from ground rice and meat, meat 
that has been barbequed, and the delicious 
Oman Halwa. 
This occasion is celebrated to thank Allah for 
His mercy and goodness, and is expressed 
by everyone wearing their best clothes on 
this day, visiting relatives and receiving 
money as gifts or Eidiah .The youngsters join 
with other children, clap and sing and enjoy 
their time. Women in turn live the spirit of 
the moment by exchanging visits among 
family and friends and enjoy this chance to 
relish the time spent with their friends and 
loved ones.
During the Eid Holidays, many activities 
such as camel races, horse races, and folk 
dances take place in various regions of 
Oman. A lot of Omanis and even people 
from other nationalities attend such exciting 
and enjoyable functions and express their 
solidarity and live the spirit of the occasion.
Eid, with all its associated preparations and 
activities, brings a big smile on the faces of 
both children and the elderly. The happiness 
shared on this occasion is visible among all 
age-groups. It is a time when di�erences are 
left behind and people welcome each other 
with a feeling of brotherhood. No doubt it is 
a happy occasion which �lls the hearts with 
laughter and joy. 
  
Mahmood Bin Humaid Bin Salim Al Hinai
ID: 09F5714

Never say : I CAN’T

I have chosen to write on this topic because I feel strongly 
about it. In this article, I want to express my feelings about 
certain things that, according to me, are very important 
for a student. I have observed that many students are not 
doing their assignments by their own e�ort. They are 
getting their assignments done by other people and 
submitting them as their own work, which I think is very 
bad. 
What I am going to share with you is based on an earlier 
experience that I had during my studies at MECIT. I would 
like to confess that I too have committed this folly twice. I 
took help from someone to do my assignments and 
realised what a big mistake I had made.
 The �rst time I gave my assignment to another teacher 
from a di�erent college, here in Oman, unfortunately his 
answers were completely wrong and I was shocked to see 
them. That day was the last day for submission of the 
assignment. I didn’t have enough time to write the assign-
ment all over gain.
What I did was, I went to my teacher and explained every-
thing to her from the beginning. She was very kind and 
understanding and believed everything I told. She was 
good enough to give me one day to re-submit my assign-
ment. Somehow I had to �nish my assignment only in one 
day. I said to myself, "Hey girl, you have to complete your 
assignment this night!" I was surprised at myself when I 
could complete the assignment on time, all on my own! 
Even my teacher was so happy to see the work done with 
my own e�ort. It showed in the assignment. She gave me 
good marks.
Only later, I understood why I was not able to do my 
assignment by myself, at �rst. The reason was clear - I 
didn’t have enough con�dence in myself. I kept thinking 
that the level of the assignment was higher than what I 
could handle, but it wasn’t so. I realised that it only needed 
a little concentration. This was my �rst experience in such 
a situation and I have surely learnt a lesson: DON'T SAY I 
CAN’T! Try �rst, then decide whether you can do it or not. 
I will share my second experience next time, in the next 
issue, Inshallah!

Sundus Ali Sulaiman Al Kindi

Expressions7
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Dream on…
Life is your dream so �y with the dream! Don’t 
worry and don’t be afraid. This is life. But before 
anything if you have a nice dream, don’t let it go 
away from you. Try to live your dreams but don’t 
feel bad if you don’t succeed. Just KEEP TRYING, 
for you must try to do some thing in your life. 
Don’t just sit and wait for someone to come and 
help you. You have to help yourself. Remember, 
life is very beautiful. You can feel it in your heart. 
Everyone should have love for life. Don’t let it go 
away from you. You should �nd it and take it for 
yourself. Don’t worry about the future. Try to �nd 
your dream and try to love life.

You can:
*You can do any thing you want in your life, if you 
are determined and work hard for it.
* You can �y in the sky to any height and even go 
as far as the stars and the moon.
*You can cry and you can run but not for ever.
*You can see the right things but you do the 
wrong things. So be careful!
*You can love any one you like, but before you tell  
him/her,  �nd out if he/she loves you or not.
*You can achieve everything you seek but you 
have to believe in yourself and pursue your     
dream to live a happy life. Do not stop. Just go 
ahead and dream.
*You can do these things, if you decide to take it 
upon you, I am sure you can. No one can stop you.

Wafa Al Ghassani

My First Year at MECIT

Life is full of challenges. You have to plan your future 
carefully. If you fail once, you should not lose hope 
and stop there. Stand up and continue your work, try 
to achieve your aims and objectives and build your 
future by learning from your brave experience. That is 
what life is all about. If you want to be a successful 
person, try to live each di�cult moment and try to 
surmount all your hurdles and obstructions.
I try that in my life. When I joined MECIT on 13 of 
September 2008, I was afraid to study in a college. I 
was shy about dealing with boys. When I came to 
know that all my studies would be in English, I was 
shocked and the fright inside me increased. I thought 
that probably I would fail again and again, but I was 
completely wrong.
When I started my studies at MECIT, for the �rst 
month I found it very di�cult, but then I got acclima-
tized to this new situation. I was all alone, without any 
friends from my earlier institution, but from the �rst 
day adjusting to this change in my life. I found that I 
could make a lot of new friends, though I do not 
know how it happened?  adjusting to this change was 
a great experience for me.
I believe that inside everyone there is a super power 
that helps in various ways. You may not feel this 
power until you are faced with a di�cult situation. I 
think this thought has helped me a lot in being 
con�dent and facing the world in any situation!
Try to put your trace and leave your imprints in every 
place you go, because that will make the others 
remember you and they may want to be like you one 
day and try to follow your footsteps. At MECIT, I have 
made many friends belonging to di�erent age groups 
and at di�erent levels of their courses that somehow I 
always �nd someone I know or have been with, either 
for one hour or one day, and that has increased my 
friends’ circle tremendously.
 In conclusion I would like to add: “A river �ows on, in 
spite of all the hurdles and risks in its path and it 
continues �owing because it aspires to reach the sea”. 
That is “HOPE”. That is how we have to be. Like the 
river, we have to make all our dreams come true, to 
be ambitious and to achieve our goals, by always 
having hope. So try to let your life move on, as it does, 
and try to face all adversities and live every hard 
moment courageously.  

Muthla Khamis Said Al Sabri   
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The Dhow 
Team

Ritesh Rajendran
-Design Editor 

Dear Readers
Working with the Dhow has been a great experience for me in more Working with the Dhow has been a great experience for me in more 
ways than I had imagined it would be. ways than I had imagined it would be. 
Ever since my first term in Mecit, I have been a strong advocate of Ever since my first term in Mecit, I have been a strong advocate of 
forums for students and faculty to provide their personal perspectives forums for students and faculty to provide their personal perspectives 
(‘the Human gift’ as I would call it) on things – helping us learn a little (‘the Human gift’ as I would call it) on things – helping us learn a little 
more, teach a little more and have fun doing it. The Dhow did just that more, teach a little more and have fun doing it. The Dhow did just that 
and that’s why it was great working for it.  and that’s why it was great working for it.  
On a more selfish note- my admiration for good publication designs On a more selfish note- my admiration for good publication designs 
often left me wondering if I would be any good at designing often left me wondering if I would be any good at designing 
publications myself. The Dhow was my chance to find out. It was my publications myself. The Dhow was my chance to find out. It was my 
first attempt at publication work and it brought me great satisfaction. first attempt at publication work and it brought me great satisfaction. 
I have ever since engaged in several fulfilling publication work and in I have ever since engaged in several fulfilling publication work and in 
more ways than one, I owe it to the Dhow.more ways than one, I owe it to the Dhow.
Three years have gone by; and despite my protectiveness of the Three years have gone by; and despite my protectiveness of the 
layouts, I will be handing over the design editing to the able hands of layouts, I will be handing over the design editing to the able hands of 
Mr. Ritesh.  His deftness makes it easy for me to hand over the tasks Mr. Ritesh.  His deftness makes it easy for me to hand over the tasks 
to him with great confidence. to him with great confidence. 
Before I end this note, I would also like to thank the Dhow team.  It Before I end this note, I would also like to thank the Dhow team.  It 
was great working with them.  I thank them for all the support that was great working with them.  I thank them for all the support that 
they have given me over these past years and wish them all the best they have given me over these past years and wish them all the best 
for the future. 
Au revoir!
Michelle 

    




